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January 31, 2014

Village of Athens
Mayor Christian Pfister
2 First Street
Athens, New York 12015
christianp@mhcable.com
Re: Request to Modify Order on Consent
R4-2001-0313-35
Athens (V), Greene County
Dear Mayor Pfister:
The Village consultant, Delaware Engineering, has requested that the referenced Order
be lifted based on the I&I rehabilitation work that has been completed to date. The letter
request documents that the Village expanded the scope of the I&I rehabilitation work for
both the sewer pipes and manholes and as of November 21, 2013, the Village completed
lining 8,865 linear feet of sewer pipe well beyond the “up to 2,000 linear feet” required.
However, according to the letter, the Village was not able to complete the manhole work for
“up to 9 manholes” because of cold weather and during the spring will complete the
rehabilitation of up to 36 manholes.
The Order imposed a moratorium on the Village until all the work under the Order was
completed. The intent of the moratorium is to ensure that the WWTP and its collection
system are capable of accepting flows within permit limits. Although the Department
cannot lift the Order until all the work is completed, it finds that the Village has exceeded
the Order’s I&I removal objectives due to its extensive sewer pipe lining work and that the
basis for the moratorium no longer exists and that the moratorium should be lifted. The
moratorium will be lifted upon the effective date of this letter modification which will be
the date the letter is signed by both you and the Regional Director.
The Department also finds good cause to extend the compliance deadline for the
completion of the manhole work until June 1, 2014. All other terms, conditions and
provisions of the Order, except as modified by this letter or determined in this letter to be
no longer applicable, shall remain in full force and effect.

Modification of Order on Consent
R4-2001-0313-35
Village of Athens
Whereas:
1)
The Department and the Respondent agree to extend until June 1, 2014 the compliance
deadline in the Order on Consent for Respondent completing all required manhole rehabilitation
work. Respondent shall notify the Department in writing upon the completion of the work.
2)
The effective date of this Modification of the Order on Consent is the date the Regional
Director signs the Modification.
3)
The Sewer Moratorium imposed under the Order on Consent’s Schedule of Compliance
is rescinded.
4)
All terms, conditions and provisions of the Order on Consent remain in full force and
effect except as to the modifications identified herein.

